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VersaTest 
VersaTest™ is a powerful, intelligent message processing facility that extends your testing boundaries by 
providing a single testing environment that spans multiple server platforms. VersaTest can reside on many 
different types of servers so you have the flexibility to choose the appropriate test driver platform to best 
meet your needs. On each server platform, whether it be the HPE Integrity NonStop Server (formerly Tandem 
Computer), IBM Z-Series, Microsoft Windows Server or other supported platform and operating system, the 
product assists in many facets of monitoring, testing, development, quality assurance and capacity planning.  

The family of VersaTest products includes VersaTest Simulator, Automator and Classic. We're confident there's 
a VersaTest solution that can meet your needs. 

VersaTest Simulator 
"Flexible solutions with a focused approach” 

VersaTest Simulator is a “ready to go” testing solution that provides any company needing to improve their 
testing with a simple, yet powerful tool to “fast start” the process. The platform is easy to use yet scalable as 
experience and testing requirements grow. 

VersaTest Simulator is Ready to Run 
VersaTest Simulator is a ready to run testing solution that can be implemented on day one. It is a powerful 
first step in building a testing practice yet is priced to meet most any company's budget. As business needs 
evolve and the testing environment becomes more complex, VersaTest Simulator provides the necessary 
foundation to enable other VersaTest products to deliver the corresponding increased levels of performance 
and automation. 

Advantages of VersaTest Simulator 
The problem with most testing and simulation solutions today is they are not robust enough, are expensive to 
purchase and implement, and are not scalable. VersaTest Simulator addresses all of those issues. 

• Turnkey solution for simpler environments to jump start a testing and simulation program. Ÿ Web-
based operation and no scripting required, enables use by a wide range of personnel. Ÿ Easy creation 
of smoke and regression tests for simple environments with few interfaces. 

• Simple upgrade path for performance testing and to VersaTest Automator as testing needs grow. 

VersaTest Automator 
"Taking automation to the next level” 

VersaTest Automator delivers the simplicity of VersaTest Simulator to more complex enterprise environments. 
These environments utilize multiple devices and applications that demand true end-to-end automated testing, 



as well as the flexibility to interoperate with multiple testing tools. 

Simulation Does Not Equal Automation 
Implementing simulators to replace live interfaces address many of the problems inherent in repetitive tasks. 
But simulation on its own does not provide automation. True automated testing needs additional levels of 
management reporting, integration and control that simulators on their own cannot give. 

VersaTest Automator addresses these additional needs, so enabling the integrated end-to-end testing of more 
complex environments in a highly automated manner. Test steps can involve multiple devices and 
applications, making the process of specifying and performing tests in heterogeneous environments almost 
trivial. 

VersaTest Automator also allows integration with DevOps tools such as Jenkins. By providing the linkage 
between these tools and the simulators which actually execute the tests, Ascert can eliminate the gap that 
exists between test documentation, simulation and true test automation. 

VersaTest Automator comes preloaded with two drivers. Additional drivers can be downloaded from Ascert’s 
online Driver Library and incorporated directly into the test environment. Custom drivers can also be 
developed. 

Advantages of VersaTest Automator 
True automation of testing results in huge benefits. Test runs that previously took days or even weeks to 
execute can be completed in a matter of hours providing significant return on investment through time 
savings alone. 

• No scripting required, enables use by a wide range of personnel 
• Enables frequent regression and performance testing with more confidence in results  
• High level pass/fail management view of testing with drill-down for detailed analysis 
• Integrates with 3rd party DevOps tools  

VersaTest Classic 
"Power and control for serious testing professionals" 

VersaTest Classic is a low-level, high-performance scripted solution that provides a multi-platform simulation 
environment that can be scaled from single transactions to full-scale stress tests. It is targeted specifically for 
technicians who are adept at writing and maintaining scripts and assembling / integrating them into their own 
comprehensive testing and simulation environments. Scripts can range from simple replay of captured data, to 
sophisticated full functional simulations of end user devices, applications, middleware, or networks. 

VersaTest Classic technology is a key (hidden) component of the VersaTest Simulator and VersaTest 
Automator products, to which most VersaTest Classic customers have migrated. Though it is still used in 
certain OEM and end-user installations due to its power and flexibility. 
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